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A former Afghan military interpreter has been granted asylum – in a major victory for a Daily Mail
campaign.
The 31-year-old, who worked with UK and other coalition forces on the front line against the Taliban
for seven years, was this week told he could stay.
Only last April, immigration officials attempted to put him on a plane to Afghanistan.
Last night Lewis Kett, a lawyer from Duncan Lewis Solicitors, said the Home Office is reviewing its
controversial policy of returning Afghan military interpreters to their home country.

Flash

A former Afghan military interpreter (not pictured) who worked with UK and other coalition forces on the front
line against the Taliban has been granted asylum – in a major victory for a Daily Mail campaign

The successful case will raise hopes that others in the UK will be granted sanctuary.
Currently officials say interpreters can be sent back to 'safe' areas such as Kabul –despite attempts
by the Taliban to assassinate those who worked for the coalition.
Last summer a ban was placed on all forced returns to Afghanistan but the Court of Appeal
overturned it. Nearly 180,000 people have backed the Mail's campaign – Betrayal of the Brave – to
grant Afghan interpreters asylum in Britain.
The man involved in the case is not being named. He said he and his family received numerous
written and telephone threats from the Taliban.
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When allied forces began to leave Afghanistan in 2014 he fled to the UK to claim asylum, arriving in
December that year. He was detained and his claim was refused, before officials tried to put him on a
chartered return flight in April last year.
'I was given a ticket for that flight by the Home Office and was absolutely terrified,' he told the
Guardian.
He was saved by a last-minute court hearing. 'I am so happy about this decision,' he added. 'The
work I did for the allied forces was very dangerous. I saw so many dead bodies and what I saw has
deeply affected me.
'My life was at risk … the Taliban would target me if the UK had sent me back to Afghanistan. I hope
that my case will help other interpreters who are in the same situation I was in.'
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When allied forces began to leave Afghanistan in 2014, the interpreter fled to claim asylum (file picture)

Fresh evidence presented in the man's case set out the dangers to interpreters even in the Afghan
capital.
Mr Kett told the Guardian: 'These interpreters put their lives on the line to assist British, American
and other Western forces in their efforts to stabilise the country and our evidence clearly suggests
they are now being tracked down, and tortured or killed.
'Their role has a particularly symbolic value to the Taliban, given they acted essentially as the face
and voice for Western forces, and marked them out in the eyes of the Taliban as traitors to their
country and as a priority target.'
He added: 'At the court hearing in January, a Home Office official explained that the policy team had
been considering their position in general on Afghan interpreters... they wanted to review their
policy... in light of the substantial body of new evidence we had provided to them.'
Senior military figures and politicians have backed the Mail's campaign.
Ten interpreters facing death threats from the Taliban are on their way to Britain after desperately
fleeing Afghanistan and paying people smugglers, At least another five are believed to be stuck at
Calais trying to get to the UK.
The Home Office did not respond to requests for comment last night. It has said that all asylum claims
are considered 'on their own merits'.
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Tony Morresey, mitcham, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Too right, at least he has done something to help us?
Click to rate
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Allymac1, Hampshire, 2 days ago

At last the government have come to their senses. My son worked closely with these men in
Afghanistan and their help to our troops was invaluable. No matter what the rights and wrongs of
the Afghan Campaign, the interpreters put their own and their families lives on the line.
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myopia, bundy, 2 days ago

After the recent Glasgow incident, he'll probably not be much safer here.

Oswald, Huddersfield, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Stupid campaign shame on you

TheMightyOak, Shrewsbury, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

If the majority of our servicemen who worked with them found their services invaluable and riskreducing, that's more than good enough for me. If Britain had chosen to stab such people in the
back, who in their right mind is going to offer their services to our personnel in some future
conflict elsewhere, and perhaps save lives by ensuring hostility isn't caused by a lack of
communication and local dialect.
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Goobyzoo19, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

We let hundreds of thousands settle here anyway they are a treacherous bunch your friend one
day stab you in the back the next what was the point of our soldiers dying there for all the males
to flee instead of continuing the fight pointless
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Rosielee, cess pit uk, 2 days ago

Soon to follow his 50 close family members all on benefits
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Clive W, Bham, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

And I suppose he will become an interpreter for Afghanis already here , and be paid for it out of
our Taxes .
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Ignorance not bliss, London, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

At least he'll Be working!
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Ignorance not bliss, London, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

At least he'll Be working!
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chris, Bolton, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Please remind us why all those Brits died in Afghanistan? Now the government seems to think
it's more dangerous than when we were there.
Click to rate
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becoz ur government is their for their own benifit taking afghanistan's valuables e.g oils
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innocent-eyes786, leeds, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Because ur government is their for their own benefits taking afghanistan's valuables e.g
their oil, gold etc
Click to rate
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fedup uk, norfolk, 2 days ago

Great now another one claiming benefits and taking a house from uk residents
Click to rate
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punching seventh grade
student saying he
needed to learn a lesson
and is lucky comedian
did not pull out a gun
Make-up artist
transforms into a
'scarily realistic'
Jessica Rabbit in an
amazing 29-second
beauty tutorial
New York-based expert

No photoshop here!
Britney Spears flaunts
her bikini body as she
vacations in Hawaii...
after being accused of
altering tanning pic
Soaked up the sun
'They just changed
everything': Jennifer
Lopez wipes away tears
as she reveals how
twins Max and Emme
gave her life 'a new
direction'
'Like a slice of heaven!'
James Corden pairs up
with Jennifer Lopez in
teaser for first Late Late
Show Carpool Karaoke
Primetime Special
Explosive new book
claims Kim Kardashian
'discussed the idea of
producing a sex tape' as
Kris Jenner 'engineered
the deal'
Not so innocent?
She's going to be a
GRANDMOTHER! Kim
Richards, 51, of RHOBH
finds out on Easter that
daughter Brooke
Brinson, 30, is expecting
a child
Kourtney Kardashian
perfects the 'no makeup look' as she rocks
nude lipstick at Chrissy
Teigen's baby shower
More is less in this case
Pout of this world!
Make-up guru
transforms her lips into
incredible works of art
inspired by old masters,
mermaids and even a
painting by numbers kit
Making a splash! Anna
Friel puts her perky
assets on display as she
strips off for steamy
bath scene in crime
drama Marcella
Very racy new role

DON'T MISS
'It's very cool':
Seventies Wonder
Woman Lynda Carter,
64, shares what she
thinks of Gal Gadot's
new version in Batman v
Superman
Vanderpump Rules'
Lala Kent puts on a
cheeky display in Tupacprint thong swimsuit to
host Las Vegas pool
party
Causing some mischief
Kendrick Lamar and
Maroon 5 lead a starpacked line-up set to
perform at NCAA March
Madness Music Festival
in Houston
Also includes Pitbull
Ariel Winter shows off
her cleavage as she
takes the plunge in VERY
low-cut white clinging
dress for Easter
Snapchat selfie
It's a boy! Ivanka
Trump gives birth to
baby boy with a very
Presidential name just
hours after she was
photographed heading
for breakfast
'Try explaining that':
Phaedra Parks
discusses seedy prison
trip with boys during
Real Housewives Of
Atlanta reunion
Apollo jailed for fraud
Brooklyn Beckham
nuzzles up to a tiny
bunny in a sweet Easter
snapshot as he enjoys
the holiday with his
family in LA
Shared pic on Instagram
'I'm incredibly excited!':
Empire star Kaitlin
Doubleday celebrates
bridal shower in LA
ahead of Mother's Day
wedding to DJ Devin
Lucien
Fergie finally sets the
record straight two
years after stepping out
with her dashing 'toyboy
lover'

Divorced Prince Andrew
20 years ago

Katherine Webb shows
off her baby bump and
her 'outie' in a tight tee
during a lazy day at
home as she and AJ
McCarron count down to
their due date
'I've been deeply in love
with Stephen Colbert for
a long time!' Helen
Mirren opens up about
THAT kiss with the
television host
Gave him big smooch
Comedy roast beef!
Kylie Jenner is not
amused as comic Dave
Chappell makes fun of
father Caitlyn in front of
her at club show
Telling a few jokes
Irina Shayk parties
with her pals at starstudded Rihanna
concert as Jaden Smith
enjoys a romantic clinch
with girlfriend Sarah
Snyder
The Big Bang Theory's
Mayim Bialik looks
worlds apart from her
character Amy as she
enjoys a fun-filled
basketball outing with a
male friend
Guns N' Roses singer
Axl Rose seen leaving
same rehearsal studio
as AC/DC band
members amid claims
he'll replace Brian
Johnson as frontman
Madonna 'concerned
for son Rocco's
education as she vows
to get him back in
school' after his holiday
with Guy Ritchie
In midst of custody fight
'They say "Are you
Liam?"' Chris
Hemsworth admits fans
frequently mistake him
for his famous younger
brother
They do look similar
Looking for
redemption? Ben Affleck
joins estranged wife
Jennifer Garner to take
their children to Easter
church service
On friendly terms
Daddy dance with me!
Kanye West bonds with
daughter North while
dressed as the Easter
Bunny in heartwarming
Snapchat video

Daddy-daughter time

That's dif-fur-ent!
Stylish Olivia Palermo
steps out in a lavish coat
and torn skinny jeans for
a stroll around New York
Put on an eye-catching
display in Tribeca
'They cannot do this!':
Fans of The Walking
Dead fear the season
six finale will be the end
of Daryl Dixon as trouble
breaks out in
penultimate episode
Finger licking good!
Kristen Stewart and her
girlfriend Soko put on an
odd display of affection
while on a food run in
LA... before sharing a
steamy kiss
Working on a new
film? Bradley Cooper
and Sean Penn enjoy
Hollywood power dinner
in Santa Monica
They're not known to be
friends
Make-up-free Diana
Ross, 71, shows off her
natural beauty as she
steps out in Hollywood
to pick up some healthy
snacks
Looked radiant
'My honey bunny': Josh
Duhamel shares sweet
throwback snap of his
wife Fergie as she
celebrates her 41st
birthday
Unrecognizable!
Getting to know the
family! Shia LaBeouf
enjoys lunch with
'fiancée' Mia Goth and
his mother on Easter
Sunday
Happy families
'Together everything is
better!' Elsa Pataky and
Chris Hemsworth enjoy
the Easter celebrations
with their three children
following appearance at
Australian festival
Ravens cornerback
Tray Walker laid to rest
in NFL team branded
coffin and Louis Vuitton
interior with a eulogy
from head coach
Funeral in Florida
Guns, drugs, and sex
dominate latest episode
of HBO's Girls as Marnie
reunites with Charlie for
one wild night
The hit show took a wild
turn

Blac Chyna and Rob
Kardashian enjoy
ANOTHER strip club
trip... as the ex-exotic
performer 'wants $1m
to appear in Keeping Up
With The Kardashians'
Rainbow bright:
Rihanna looks super
girlie in a pastel
tracksuit and cats-eye
sunglasses as she
leaves her hotel for her
next gig
Back on? Courteney
Cox and ex-fiance
Johnny McDaid spend
Easter together as they
are seen for first time
since calling off
engagement
Blindspot's Jaimie
Alexander channels
rock chic in a stylish
leather jacket as she
cheers from the stands
at ice hockey game
Cheered on her team
Model and husky with
different colored eyes
pose for striking photos
inspired by fairy tales
Kelly Pilgrim-Byrne, 47,
snapped model Melanie
Doust in various poses
Young and Beautiful!
Make-up free Lana Del
Rey shows off her
glowing complexion and
beehive hairdo while out
with friends
Now that's a look!
Alessandra Ambrosio
shares a playful kiss
with her photographer
pal as she flashes a
glimpse of her bra on
night out in West
Hollywood
'Easter workout before
the damage': Jenson
Button's girlfriend
Brittny Ward shows off
her taut tum in black
crop top as she returns
to LA
Zayn Malik set to sell
house he bought for ex
Perrie Edwards' mother
as the singer wants 'rid
of every trace' of the
romance he shared
Little Mix star
LeAnn Rimes goes for
natural beauty as she
enjoys an Easter family
dinner with husband
Eddie Cibrian and
stepsons Jake, 12, and
Mason, eight
'She's very sweet':
Caitlyn Jenner despite
being staunch
conservative praises
Hillary Clinton after
meeting candidate on I
Am Cait

'They are still very
good friends': Rumors
that Nicole Kidman and
best friend Naomi Watts
have had a rift are
'completely untrue' after
reports they 'barely talk'
Fun for the whole
family! Nicole Kidman
and Keith Urban take
daughters Sunday Rose
and Faith Margaret to an
Easter egg hunt in a
Sydney park
She looks red hot!
Emma Roberts delights
in showing off her newly
ginger hair (not to
mention her perfect
pins) in Los Angeles
Grabbed a coffee
Chip off the old block!
Naomi Watts and her
lookalike mother wear
nearly identical outfits in
New York City
The 47 year old enjoyed
time with her mom
Andy Cohen has a
Baywatch moment in
red shorts as he shows
off his beach body at
Miami pool party
Gave The Hoff a run for
his money
Chloe Lattanzi reveals
mother Olivia NewtonJohn's agony over new
claims her former
boyfriend is living in
Mexico a decade after
his disappearance
Guns, drugs, and sex
dominate latest episode
of HBO's Girls as Marnie
reunites with Charlie for
one wild night
No holding back on the
hit show
Yeezus that bunny is
cute! Kanye West and
Tyga dress up as Easter
bunnies for family gettogether...as North West
hugs dad and Kylie
Jenner kisses boyfriend
She's a bit of all white:
Jennifer Lopez cuts a
casual figure in huge
aviators as she arrives
laden with luggage at
LAX
J.Lo-key
Rita Ora has a Marilyn
moment as she wears
her golden locks curled
while channeling old
Hollywood glamour in
sultry selfie
Blondes have more fun
Rihanna puts on a very
sexy display in low-cut
leather khaki bralet
before changing into
cream chaps as she
performs in NYC
Werk, werk, werk-ing it

Well he is a leading
man! Jonah Hill gets his
blood pumping as he
takes adorable dogs for
a walk in New York
Star is looking leaner
than ever
Baby joy! Seth Meyers
and wife Alexi Ashe
welcome a son... but
have yet to reveal name
of child
Seth returns to his show
Late Night on Tuesday
'This relationship is
going to be over': Blac
Chyna threatens to leave
Rob Kardashian for
giving her bouncing
checks in gag post
Weekend in Atlanta
No missing link here!
Jessica Alba looks
lovely in white as she
takes her mini-me
daughters and husband
Cash Warren by the
hand to Easter service
Simon Cowell sports
reflective shades as he
enjoys leisurely meal
with stylish girlfriend
Lauren Silverman in Los
Angeles
Easter break
She's bewitching!
Make-up free Saoirse
Ronan shines in striped
yellow dress while
leaving Broadway
theater after preview of
The Crucible
Look at those Easter
legs! Reese
Witherspoon shows off
her perfect pins in pretty
yellow dress as she
attends church
She is a southern belle
You just gotta belieb!
Justin Bieber fans
greeted backstage by
life-size cardboard cutout of singer after he
cancels VIP meet &
greets
Throwing up a smoke
screen! Exercise nut
Claire Danes sneaks a
quick cigarette in New
York alley
Starred in 1990s show
My So-Called Life
Wearing her heart on
her sleeve! Melissa
McCarthy sports graphic
blouse as she stocks up
on party supplies for
Easter
She is 45
A family that prays
together... Khloe is
joined by estranged
husband Lamar Odom
as Kardashians head to
church service on
Easter Sunday

Reese Witherspoon's
lookalike daughter Ava
Phillippe is effortlessly
chic in a blue cropped
top and skinny jeans as
she joins her mom for a
day out in the sunshine
Fergie showcases her
toned legs in romper
suit as she celebrates
her 41st birthday and
Easter with her family
The Black Eyed Peas
singer
Bunnies, baskets and
lots and lots of eggs!
Reese Witherspoon and
Gwen Stefani join celebs
taking to social media to
share their Easter
morning moments
'Stone the flamin'
crows': Chris
Hemsworth's The
Hunstman co-stars
Emily Blunt and Charlize
Theron perform iconic
phrase from his time as
a soapstar
Donald Trump Jr and
his family take part in
Easter egg hunt at The
Donald's Mar-a-Lago
estate as sister Ivanka
gives birth to baby boy
Cute video
SPOILER ALERT! Was
Daryl killed off? The
Walking Dead leaves
audiences in suspense
with cliffhanger shooting
Audiences were once
again left in limbo
'I call it Larry': Adele
confesses that she
grew a beard after
getting pregnant... and
jokes that her facial fuzz
even has a name
Joking around
'Lucky seven is here':
T.I. announces the
arrival of third child with
Tameka 'Tiny' Cottle, 40,
on Facebook... but was
unable to be there for
the birth
Sir Paul McCartney, 73,
joins wife Nancy Shevell,
56, as she shows off her
endless legs in thighskimming beach cover
during sun-soaked St
Barts getaway
Mischa Barton bundles
up in a sweater and
leggings for sweaty
session at DWTS
rehearsal after
underwhelming
performance
On the hunt for the
Easter mouse! Ciara and
fiance Russell Wilson
take her son to
Disneyland for a day of
fun, laughter and
screams

Cocktail party? No, it's
the royals at church!
Beatrice, Sophie and
Eugenie turn up in killer
heels for Easter Day
service... and the Queen
has to hold on to her hat
You deserve it! Bella
Thorne shows off her
tight tum as she hits the
gym after indulging in
some late night
desserts
Sweaty session
Mamma mia! Kourtney
Kardashian flashes her
bra in lacy white top as
she carries Reign for
Easter Sunday church
with family
All eyes on her
Forgive me father!
Kendall Jenner shows
off her stomach in crop
top and ripped jeans at
church with her family
on Easter Sunday
Not covering up
'We deserve death. We
all do': Menacing new
Game of Thrones trailer
is full of action-packed
moments ahead of
series six launch
Good news for fans
It's Latex Mix! Perrie
Edwards and Jesy
Nelson display their
figures in super-sexy
rubber outfits as Little
Mix perform in London
Zayn Malik's ex
Hello petal! Lana Del
Rey catches the eye in
low-cut floral print retro
dress as she heads to
Lady Gaga's 30th
birthday bash
29-year-old singer
Taylor Swift shows off
her tiny waist and lithe
frame in a glittering
black jumpsuit at Lady
Gaga's birthday bash
She never fails to cut a
glamorous figure
Oh baby! Chrissy
Teigen shows off her
sexy maternity style in
lace bra and highwaisted leggings at Lady
Gaga's birthday party
with John Legend
The most ridiculous
rivalry in pop: As Rod
Stewart taunts Elton
over sales of their latest
albums, here is our
guide to music's feuding
friends
'Easter cuddles': Bindi
Irwin cosies up to a
koala in adorable snap
as she celebrates long
weekend at Australia
Zoo
It clung to her arms.

How to dress like a
grown up: Why the
Queen is a step ahead of
fashion
In the year of her 90th
birthday she continues to
look fashionable
Effortlessly glam Suki
Waterhouse flashes a
hint of toned tum in blue
silk co-ord as she
attends Lady Gaga's
birthday bash
One of many guests
Bob Geldof reveals he
considered suicide after
his daughter Peaches
died from a drugs
overdose two years ago
The 64-year-old singer
was struggling
Hungry and in a hurry!
Cody Simpson skips the
shoes and goes
barefoot as he grabs
lunch in Malibu
Enjoying some downtime
in the sun
'I found the Easter
bunny!' Ruby Rose joins
her xXx: The Return of
Xander Cage co-stars
Nina Dobrev and Vin
Diesel in holiday
celebrations
Golden girl! Lady Gaga
highlights her toned legs
in metallic mini dress as
she celebrates her 30th
birthday with starstudded bash
Out in LA
Fit for a queen! Mariah
Carey looks delighted as
she enjoys private tour
of the Tower of London
with her twins and her
own personal Beefeater
Not bad for some
From Russia with a big
paycheck! Jennifer
Lopez shops up a storm
after performing at the
wedding of a Russian
billionaire's son
46-year-old signer
It's no yolk! Taylor
Swift and her little
brother Austin get
competitive as they try
to crack each other's
eggs in Easter game
Good fun
'I would be blessed
with a gay son': Gwen
Stefani reveals her
children's health and
happiness are far more
important than their
sexuality
'We did consider it':
Melissa Etheridge
reveals she almost used
Brad Pitt as a sperm
donor for her children
Pitt, then a close friend,
was a contender

Your breast years are
ahead of you! Coco
Austin makes sure all
eyes are on her as she
celebrates her 37th
birthday with husband
Ice-T with a Vegas bash
Youthful Kylie Minogue,
47, is on trend in stylish
denim dungarees as she
leaves Lady Gaga's
birthday bash with
eccentric fiancé Joshua
Sasse, 28
'Don't put them all in
one basket': Madonna
posts cryptic Easter
message as she keeps
an egg safe for Rocco
ahead of 'trip to the UK
to see her eldest son'
Pregnant Ivanka Trump
steps out in New York
with husband Jared
Kushner as they wait for
arrival of third child
She is due to give birth
soon
Working it! Emma
Stone pumps some iron
and then some gas in a
pair of tight leggings as
she spends Saturday
getting into shape
Never stops
Kate Hudson shows
some skin in a perilously
plunging black dress as
she attends Lady Gaga's
30th birthday bash
Star-studded party at No
Name restaurant
The fresh prints! Jaden
Smith wears an afro wig
as he sprays graffiti
while filming for
upcoming Netflix drama
The Get Down
Actor, rapper and model
The little princesses:
Sofia and Leonor of
Spain are all smiles in a
rare public appearance
with royal parents
Letizia and Felipe at
Easter mass
'This is the cutest thing
ever!' Kylie Jenner
shares video of North
and Penelope
pretending to be her and
sister Kendall
Very sweet
Batman v Superman
shrugs off terrible
reviews to debut with
record $170million
opening weekend in
North America
Good news
London school for
Prince George as Kate
gives up on her rural
dream
Prince George's name is
down for his father's old
pre-prep school

Hailey Baldwin puts her
toned abs on display in
grey sports bra as she
hits the gym with
Kendall Jenner
Sure to show off the
results of fitness regime
The Queen of quips:
Her Majesty reveals her
dry sense of humour
joking that a pony is a
'prima donna' in candid
documentary
Candid insight
Still going strong!
Loved up Vampire
Diaries co-stars Phoebe
Tonkin and Paul Wesley
spend a romantic
weekend in New York
City
Pink perfect! Rebel
Wilson accessorises
her gym ready outfit with
a garish cap as she
steps out for lunch in
Los Angeles
Living the lifestyle
Hop to it! Lily Aldridge
flaunts her model figure
in sheer pink lingerie as
she dances with the
Easter bunny for LOVE
magazine
Cute shoot
'He just went into full
on Hugh Jackman mode,
it was amazing': Trainer
Daniel Conn reveals how
Hollywood actor saved
people from dangerous
surf at Bondi Beach
'Change is always a
good idea': Emma
Roberts debuts her new
'Desert Rose' tresses as
she steps out for lunch
She's long been known
as a beautiful blonde
Sleepy Rowan
Atkinson dozes off as
daughter Lily, 20, puts
on an extremely raunchy
display during cabaret
show
Mr Bean star
Kim, Khloe and
Kourtney Kardashian
attend Chrissy Teigen's
lavish baby shower
where guests ate
McDonald's and Taco
Bell
Gigi Hadid goes rock
chick in studded biker
jacket and Lennon
glasses as she heads
out for date with Zayn
Malik in NYC
23-year-old singer
Khloe Kardashian goes
for low-key chic as she
and estranged husband
Lamar Odom enjoy a
quiet dinner date
Keen to catch-up over a
quiet meal

Dog day afternoon!
Cameron Diaz pampers
her pooches with
shopping spree to Petco
She and husband Benji
Madden certainly have a
soft spot for dogs
So excited! Jennifer
Garner treats herself to
mommy and me day at
the nail salon with
daughter Violet
Enjoying a
mother/daughter day
Alessandra Ambrosio
dons harem trousers for
last-minute Easter
shopping in Santa
Monica
Mother-of-two turns 35
next month
'I started to run!' The
Witch star Anya TaylorJoy almost missed her
big break after thinking
a model scout driving
beside her was a
STALKER
Legends of the Fall
author Jim Harrison has
died at home in Arizona
age 78
Harrison was a prolific
writer likened to Ernest
Hemmingway
Tamara Ecclestone
and Jay Rutland enjoy a
fun-filled Easter with
daughter Sophia...
following her denial of
divorce rumours
Fun times
Miley Cyrus blasts
Donald Trump for his
'stupid a** sexist s***'
after his tweet about
Ted Cruz's wife
Calling out GOP
presidential front-runner
Heading in a new
Direction! Niall Horan
sends fans into a frenzy
as he shares selfie of
himself riding the tube in
London
Just like us
Kimberly Stewart and
her adorable daughter
Delilah look alike in
summery dresses as
they step out in LA
Nepotistically-privileged
mother-daughter duo
'Twinsies!' Coco Austin
dons matching camo
with baby Chanel for
ceiling mirror selfie
before Las Vegas club
gig
She is a mom-of-one
Babe on the beach:
Kelly Bensimon, 47,
sizzles in VERY revealing
bikini while soaking up
the Florida sun
Ex Real Housewives of
New York star

Going skinny dipping!
Justin Bieber gets 'butt'
naked to enjoy the
wonders of nature by
the lake in new social
media share
Stripping off
'Don't forget
breakfast!' Jennifer
Aniston keeps her body
beautiful with healthy
start to the day...before
DOUBLE workout
sessions
EXCLUSIVE: Any day
now! Heavily-pregnant
Ivanka Trump steps out
with her family five
weeks after she was
last seen on the
campaign trail
For the sheer joy of it!
Jodie Sweetin breaks a
sweat in clingy tank top
and leggings at DWTS
rehearsal
The 34-year-old actress
left the LA dance studio
Robert De Niro's film
festival drops movie by
disgraced former British
doctor that tries to link
MMR vaccine to autism
after actor reviewed it
with scientists
Having a ball! Miley
Cyrus takes the
spotlight at New York
Knicks game with sister
Brandi after winning
coveted judge's seat on
The Voice
Has Madonna, 57, got a
new toyboy? Singer is
'smitten with 25-year-old
model and former
Harrods worker' amid
custody dispute
heartache
'She cares about her
fans': Madonna offers to
pay New South Wales
Government for extra
late night transport
services following
Sydney concerts

Today's headlines

Most Read

Grinning passenger poses for a SELFIE
alongside hijacker wearing a 'suicide vest':
Jet is forced to land in...
Revealed: How Gen Petraeus was
nicknamed James Bond by the socialite
who felt his quads over dinner - and...
'I have a really bad feeling about this': Gun
store owner is credited with stopping
mass shooting at Ohio...
Blindfolded, bound and bruised: CIA
photographed detainees naked before
sending them for torture claims...
Fidel Castro pens vitriolic attack on Obama
after historic visit - warning: 'We don’t
need presents from the...
Utah Governor signs bill forcing ALL women
having elective abortions past 19 weeks to
undergo anesthesia,...
Embryos with abnormalities in the early
stages of pregnancy 'may still develop into

healthy babies' - so...
Oil baron's ex tried to bar his new
wife, 30, from getting fertility
treatments and claimed she would
seize...
'It's all about to get a bit farmyard in here!'
Mothers reveal the eye-watering
comments made by midwives...
Is this the biggest piece of ear wax ever?
Disgusting video shows it being sucked out
with a pump
Ivanka Trump beams with joy while
cradling two-day-old Theodore in her
hospital bed as mom Ivana is pictured...
Ted Cruz dodges question about whether
he's 'always been faithful' to his wife as
endorser Carly Fiorina...
I'm not a marriage cheat - but Trump IS:
Fury of woman who denies being Ted
Cruz's mistress at video...
The Uzbek Marie Antoinette: Mindblowing life
of glamorous 'princess' who sells £5,000
dresses for children -...
US mother spends $7,000 on a trip to
France so she can marry HERSELF - in a
romantic ceremony under the...
Heroin user whose tragic seven year battle
with addiction touched heart of Barack
Obama has died
William Shatner, 85, is sued for $170
million by man claiming to be son of Star
Trek star
Om, please explain...Thailand's most senior
monk 'tried to transfer ownership of a rare
1958 Mercedes to...
Elton John hits back at 'baseless' sexual
harassment lawsuit filed by his former
bodyguard who alleged the...
Could a knife, bra strap and bathing suit
found in a mysterious burn pit finally prove
ex-millionaire didn't...
Texas girl, 13, tragically hit and killed by a
train while walking along the tracks during
a sleepover
Three-year-old little girl drowns to death in a
pond on Easter Sunday after wandering off
from her parents
Texas mother, 32, dies after 'falling from
second story building' while on vacation in
remote island near...
Boston archaeologists dig at Malcolm X's
boyhood home to unearth more about the
early life of the black...
Who is most at risk of dementia? We
asked an expert to assess five very brave
volunteers. His findings could...
The child born in to war… then starved to
death: Five-month-old baby who only ever
knew suffering becomes...
Mississippi woman, 20, who planned to
join ISIS on fake honeymoon in the Middle
East is set to plead guilty...
'Why not fight the westerners? Make the right
choice in your life': ISIS send text message
to men in...
Majority of Palmyra’s ancient treasures
held by ISIS have been preserved because
of a secret deal between...
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